From Ancient to Modern
A Crash Course in Humanity
Terms to know

c. - abbreviation for "circa," meaning a general time period

**BCE** - "Before the Common Era," meaning before the year 0

**CE** - "Common Era," meaning after the year 0
c. 350 – 175 million BCE

Pangaea
c. 66 million BCE

Cretaceous–Paleogene extinction
c. 2.5 million BCE

Development of hominids
c. 200,000 BCE - Migration
c. 20,000BCE – Lascaux caves
c. 8000 BCE - Agriculture
c. 3000 BCE – River Valleys
c. 1500 BCE - China
500 BCE – Greece / Persia
The Empire of Alexander and his conquests from Greece to Babylon.
323 BCE - India
406 BCE – Rome expands
Expansion and collapse of Rome

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GylVIyK6voU
476 CE – Fall of Rome
Spread of Religion

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AvFl6UBZLv4